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ALGEBRAS OF INVARIANT FUNCTIONS
ON THE SILOV BOUNDARY OF GENERALIZED HALF-PLANES

GIOVANNA CARCANO

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Let JV be the nilpotent Lie group identified to the Silov boundary

of a symmetric generalized half-plane 3 and L a compact group acting on A"

by automorphisms, arising from the realization of 3 as hermitian symmetric

space. Is then (I«/, L) a Gelfand pair? We study the problem and resolve

it in the case of classical families.

0. Introduction

Let G be a locally compact group, L a compact group of automorphisms of

G and Lx G the semidirect product of L and G; (L x G, L) is a Gelfand

pair if and only if the algebra of L-invariant integrable functions on G is

commutative with respect to the convolution product.

Recently, some authors have been studying Gelfand pairs of the form (L x

N, L), where N is a nilpotent Lie group and L is a compact Lie group acting

on N by automorphisms; for instance, Korányi (see [7]) considers the nilpotent

Lie group N arising from an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN of a connected

real semisimple Lie group of real rank one and the centralizer L of A in K

(for other examples, see [5] and [6]). In [1], Benson, Jenkins and Ratcliff prove

that there can be Gelfand pairs (L x TV, L) only if N is at most of step two

and then develop a classification theory for such Gelfand pairs.

In this paper we are interested in finding such Gelfand pairs in the following

setting: let M = G°¡K be a hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type

(see [4]), 3¡ the realization of M as generalized half-plane, S = K/L the

Silov boundary of M in its compact dual M* and AlA the Silov boundary

of 3¡ (AlA is in correspondence, by the Cayley transform, with a dense open

subset of 5 ) (see [8]); the compact group L acts on AY by automorphisms.

Trivially, (Lv.JA,L) is a Gelfand pair when 3¡ is a tube domain (since in

this case Af is commutative) and the general problem can obviously be reduced

to the irreducible case. In this paper we give a general result, independent of

classification theory of symmetric generalized half-planes (Theorem 4) and the
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complete answer in the case of classical domains (Theorem 6) (the problem for

the exceptional non-tube domain EIII remains open).

Our paper is organized as follows: in § 1, we recall some results of the theory

of representations of AY (from [9] and [12]), describe the group L acting on AY

and restate our characterization of Gelfand pairs in the case of semidirect prod-

uct (from [2]); in §2, we give general results concerning the stability subgroups

and the intertwining representations, independently of classification theory; in

§3, we solve the question in the classical cases: we always have Gelfand pairs

except for M = SU(p,p + q)/S(U(p) x U(p + q)) in the case p > 2 and

q>2.

1. Preliminaries

Siegel domain, Silov boundary, and their representations. Our main references

are [9] and [12].

Let 3 be a Siegel domain of type II (or generalized half-plane), i.e.,

3 =3(£l,5r) = {(Z, W) e'V xW :lm(Z) - ^(W, W)eYl}

where 'V and W are complex vector spaces of finite dimension, respectively

n and m, AM is a real form of TA", Yl is a regular cone in A% and A? :

W x W —► 'V is a Q-positive hermitian map.

The real dual of M will be denoted with M' and the value of k e AW' at

Z e ~V by (Z , k).
We fix Haar measures dX and dW on the abelian groups M and W ; the

Haar measure dk on AM' is normalized so that the Fourier inversion formula

holds:

fi(x)= f   exp(i(X,k))f(k)dk.
J&A

We fix a basis ß = {ßx, ... , ßm} of W which is compatible with dW, i.e.,

jV g(W)dW = /c • • • /c*(EjLi wjßj)dwl ■■■dwm   for all g e Lx(W).

The Silov boundary of the Siegel domain 3 (i.e., the minimal closed subset

S of 33 such that max   ^ | f(p) |= max^ | f(p) \, for every function /

holomorphic in 3 and reaching its maximum modulus in 3 ) is

SS = {(Z, W) eT xW :\m(Z) = F(W, W)}.

The group of affine automorphisms of 3 of the form

(Z, W)—* (X,0>(Z, W) = (Z + X + 2i^(W, Q + i^(C, Q , W + Q

( (Z , W) e 3 , (X, Qeâê xW), acts simply transitively on S and so S can

be identified with the nilpotent Lie group of step two AY = A% xW with the

product

(Xx, WX)(X2 , W2) = (Xx + X2 + 2lm3r(Wx , W2), Wx + W2).

The center of AY is A% and so AY is commutative if and only if 3 is a tube

domain (i.e., W = 0); the product of the Haar measures dX and dW is a

Haar measure on AY .
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From now on, we suppose that 3 is an irreducible, symmetric generalized

half-plane.

We must recall some results about the theory of the irreducible unitary rep-

resentations of AY ; we suppose that 3 is not a tube domain (otherwise, each

element in AY is simply a character).

If it is an irreducible unitary representation of AY, then the restriction of

n to 31 is a scalar multiple of the identity, i.e., there exists k e 3%' such that

(1) n(X, 0) = exp(i(X, k))ld       VIgJ1.

From ([12], Lemma 2 and Theorem 1), we know that n is finite dimensional

if and only if k = 0. In this case, n is one dimensional.

The infinite dimensional elements of AY can be given in the Schrödinger or

in the Bargmann-Fock form; for our purposes it is more convenient to work

with the second one. We need some definitions: we put, for every k e AM' and

W^W,

^¡(Wx,W2):=4(^(Wx,W2),k),

3§X(WX, W2):=lm(^(Wx, W2))

and define

A := {k e £%' : A?k is nondegenerate}.

A is an open subset of AM', with total Haar measure in 31'. From now on,

we suppose that the linear form k defined in ( 1 ) is in A.

Let 3^(0 be the matrix of the hermitian form ^ w.r. to the basis Ç =

{£,, ... , Cm} of W ; then p(k) :=| det(^(£)) | is independent of the com-

patible basis C chosen. It is possible to consider a compatible basis e =

{e,,... ,ej s.t.   Fx(e) = diag(kx,... , kj, with A, e R\(0).   Let J be

the complex structure on W, W* the underlying real space of W with ba-
R R

sis {e,, ... , em, Jex, ... , Jem} and Jx : W   —► W     defined w.r. to the

e -basis by

h=\a     q  )    where a = diagisign/lj, ... , signAm).

Wx will denote the space W* with the complex structure Jx . For W ,WX,W2

e W, we put

Wx ■ W2 := &X(JXWX, W2) + i38x(Wx, W2),

\W\2 :=W -W

( W denotes the conjugate of W w.r. to Jx).

Let EX(W) be the space of ^°°-functions F on W such that

(i) F is holomorphic w.r. to Jx (i.e., (dF(Q, JXW) = i(dF(Q, W)  Vf,
w eW),

(ii) if G(W):=exp(-^-)F(W)   then   GeL2(W).
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With the inner product

(FX,F2):= [ Fx(W)F2JW)exp(-l-^)dW,
Jw l

ZX(W) is a Hubert space.

We have, from [11] and ([9], Prop.4.2, 5.2 and 6.2):

Theorem 1. Let n be an irreducible unitary representation of JA and k the

element of 3l' defined by the restriction of it to 31 ; we suppose k e A. Then

it is equivalent to the Fock representation on EX(W) given by

i i \ w \2    z -W,
(2) (n\x, W)F)(Z) := exp I -i(X, k) - l-^- + îaJÂL   F{Z - W).

If k, p e A then it   is equivalent to 7tß if and only if k = p.

The Plancherel measure for AY is concentrated on A and is given by p(k) dk

(therefore A is the reduced dual of AY).

A compact group of automorphisms of the Silov boundary. We use notations, def-

initions and results of [8] (for a summary of the Korányi-Wolf theory, sufficient

to our aim, see [3]).

We consider the symmetric generalized half-plane 3 as the realization of

a hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type M = G° /K as generalized

half-plane (therefore we have 'V = p~ , W = p_~ , 31 = n[ and so on). The

Silov boundary AY of 3 can be identified, by the Cayley transform c, with a

dense open subset of S = K/L, Silov boundary of M = G°(x) in its compact

dual M* = Gc/KCP+ ( x is the identity coset in M* and L is the isotropy

subgroup in K of the point c(x) ). L is the product L = LXL2 where Li is the

analytic subgroup of K corresponding to the Lie algebra /( (for the definition

of /, and l_2, see ([8], 4.5). The compact group L normalizes the subgroup

N~ of Ad(c)G° ([8], 5.7); since /V" is isomorphic to the Silov boundary AY,

we can consider L as a group of automorphisms of AY ; the action of an element

/ = (/,, l2) e L (/;. e L¡) on JY is given by

(3) l(X, W) = (Ad(lx)X, Ad(l)W)

where (X, W) e AY = n~ x p~ and Ad is the adjoint representation on

£~ = £~ x pZ ; pA~ and p7 are invariant under Ad(L), n~ under Ad(L,)

and Ad(L2) is trivial on p~ ([8], 6.6).

In order to determine if the algebra of integrable L-invariant functions on

AY is commutative, i.e., if (L x AY, L) is a Gelfand pair, we shall use our

characterization.

Theorem 2 [2]. Let G be a separable locally compact group, L a separable com-

pact group of automorphisms ofG;  if n e G we put

7i,(g):=n(l(g))     V/eL,V?eG(
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Ln := {/ e L : n¡ is equivalent to n}   "stability subgroup" of n in L,

U™ := projective- ( co-)representation of Ln which intertwines n and n¡, i.e.

nt(g) = [K(l)f[7t(g)][U^(l)]     VgeCV/sI,.

Then (L x G, L) is a Gelfand pair if and only if for all n e G and for all T in
L™ ( the co-dual of Ln) T occurs with multiplicity at most 1 in U" (in the "if

part" it is sufficient that the condition holds for all n in the reduced dual Gr,

chosen one from each L-orbit).

2. A general result

Let AY be the Silov boundary of a symmetric irreducible non-tube general-

ized half-plane and L the compact group of automorphisms associated to AY

as in § 1. We have the following results:

Lemma 3. For every k e A let n be the Fock representation of AY defined in

(2). Then

(i) the stability subgroup of n   in L is

Ln, = {lx e Lx : Ad(l~X)k = k}xL2;

(ii) for every k e Ln>. and F e EX(W) we define

[UJ[í{l)F](W):=F(Ad(l)W)   VW eW.

Un¿ is a (ordinary) representation of L%\ in ~EX(W) which intertwines

n   and nt , i.e.

n)(X, W) = n\l(X, W)) = [UnADY\n(X, W)][UnAD]
V(X, W)eAY, v/ei^.

Theorem 4. (LxAY, L) is a Gelfand pair if and only if for every k in A, each

irreducible representation of Lnx occurs with multiplicity at most one in Un>..

Proof of Lemma 3. Proof of (i).
The real vector space 31 = n\~ is identified with its real dual 3t' by the real

positive definite symmetric bilinear form 77^ (Bv(U, V) := -B(U, vV) with

U, V e W = p_~ , v involution of gc w.r. to g and 77(., .) Killing form of

gf ([8], 6.1); we again denote with k the element in 31 corresponding to the

linear form k e A c 3i' and write (X, k) := Bv(X, k).

If (•)* denotes the adjoint of a linear transformation (•) on gc with respect

to the hermitian form 77¡/(., .), then it is easy to see that Ad(/)* = Ad(/_ ) for

every I e L. Since we have, for every /, e Lx ,

n¡(X,Q) = n(Ad(lx)X, 0) = exp{-i(Ad(lx)X, k)}\d

= exp{-i(X, (Ad(/,)*)A)}Id = exp{-/(Z, Ad(/,"')-!)}Id,
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then, by Proposition 1, it follows that n¡ is equivalent to %x if and only if

Ad(l7x)k = k, and so (i) is proved.

Proof of (ii).

(a) For every / e Lni, the transformation Ad(/) of W commutes with

the complex structure Jx.

If / e Ln, then, for every U, V e W

^(Ad(l)U, Ad(l)V) = (^(Ad(l)U,Ad(l)V),k) = (Ad(lW(U, V), k)

= (Ad(lx)^(U,V),k) = (^(U, V),Ad(i;X)k)

= fá(U,V)
(the second equality is by [8], 6.4) and so Ad(/) commutes with the

transformation of W defined w.r. to the e-basis by the matrix AFx(e) =

diag(Aj, ... , km). Since the complex structure Jx is defined w.r. to

the e-basis by the matrix Jx(e) = diag^'sign/lj, ... , isignkm), point

(a) follows.

(b) U -V = Ad(l)U ■ Ad(l)V       VU,VeW   \/Fe~.x(W).

Indeed, from (a)

(Ad(/)c/)-(Ad(/)F) = Im^(7AAd(/)<7, Ad(/)K) + ilm^x(Ad(l)U, Ad(l)V)

= \mSrx(Ad(l)JxU, Ad(l)V) + ilm^Ad^U, Ad(l)V)

= \m9rx(JxY, V) + i\m5rx(U, V) = U-V.

(c) For every / e Ln¡. and F e EX(W), Unx(l)F is again a holomorphic

function on Wx (by (a)). From (b) it follows that U i(l) is an isometry

onto Z'X('%A) ; a trivial computation shows that Uni is a representation

of Lni which intertwines n   and n¡ and so (ii) is proved.

Remark. We observe that the simple form obtained for the intertwining rep-

resentation depends on the fact that we have chosen the "Fock form" of the

representation.

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof follows by Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Lemma

3.

3. The classical cases

As it is known (see [10]), all the symmetric irreducible generalized half-planes

fall into four large classical classes but two exceptional domains. The non-tube

cases are included in two classical families

(,4777 : M = SU(p , p + q)/S(U(p) x U(p + q))

and

DIII:M = SO*(2n)/U(n)),

besides one of the exceptional domains ([4], p. 528). In this section we shall

determine if (L x yY, L)  is a Gelfand pair (or not) when AY is the Silov
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boundary of a classical non-tube domain. The explicit realizations as Siegel

domains, the formulas for the Cayley transform, the various involved spaces

and the groups L which act on the Silov boundaries, that we use below, can be

obtained using the Korányi-Wolf theory, as shown in [3]. We have, from [3],

Theorem 2, Theorem 4 and Remarks

Proposition 5.

(i)  Let M = SU(p,p + q)/S(U(p)xU(p + q))   (p>0,q>0).
The realization of M as generalized half-plane is

3pq = {(Z , W) e Mp(C) x Mqp(C) :\mZ-\W*We H+p}

where M AC) is the vector space of all q x p complex matrices; MAC) =

MpJC) ; 77, := {Z e Mp(C) : Z = Z*} (real form of Mp(Q) and H+p :=
{Z e H : Z is positive definite } .

The group L is isomorphic to SU(p) x U(q) and its action on the Silov

boundary AYp of 3p is given by l(X, W) = (gXg~x, hWg~x) where

l = (g,h)eSU(p)xU(q) and (X ,W)eAYpq= HpxMqp(C).

(ii) Let M = SO*(2n)/U(n)   (n>2).
If n = 2s + 1   (s > 1 ), then the realization of M as generalized half plane is

32s+x = {(Z, W) e M'2s(C) x M2sX(C) : \mZ-?(W, W) e (H2s)+}

where

M'2s(C):=\zeM2s(C):ZlJ = JZ,   /=(_°/    £)},

77^ := iz G M2ÁC) -Z = Z*}  real form of M2s(C),

(H2s)+ := {Z e 77^ : Z is positive definite},

3^:M2sA (C) xM2sA (C) - M2s(C),        ^(WX,W2) = \( Wx W*2 - jW2W[j).

The group L is isomorphic to Sp(s) xT and its action on the Silov boundary AY2s+x

of32s+x is given by l(X, W) = (uXu~x, ee uW)   where I = (u,eie) e Sp(s)x

T  (Sp(s) = {ue U(2s):u'Ju = J}) and (X, W)eAY2s+x = H2sx M2sX(C).

If n = 3 then 37i~3x 2.

If n = 2s  (s> 1) then '32s = {Z e M2s(C) : ImZ e (TT^} .

If n = 2 then 32~3X Q.

Therefore, we have to consider the domains 3       (q > 0) and 32s+x

(s > 0). Our result is

Theorem 6.

(i) Let AYpq = Hp xMqp(C) and L = SU(p) x U(q). Then (LxAY,L)

is a Gelfand pair if and only if q < 1    or   p < 2.

(ii) Let aY2s+x = H2s xM2sX (C) and L = Sp(s) x T. Then (LxAY, L) is

a Gelfand pair for every s > 1.
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Proof of (i). We proved (i) if p < q in [2]. The proof in the general case p > 0,

q > 0 is similarly carried out and we omit it.

Remark. If p = 1, then we have the Heisenberg group Hq =RxC' and

the commutative algebra of radial functions on H ; therefore, we recover the

results of ([5] and [7], case G = SU(1, n + 1) ; see the introduction).

Proof of (ii). (We can suppose 5 > 1 .)

For every k e H2s we have

grx(Wx, WA) = 4{^(WX, W2), k) = 4Bp(F(Wx, W2), k)

= A(2n-2)Yr(3r(Wx, W2)k*)

= (An - 4) Yr\(Wx W* - jW2W[j)k] = 8(n - l)Tr(Wx W*k)

since

Yr(jW2w'xJk) = YrÂT2W[jkJ) = - YxiW^W^)

= - Yr(kWx W*) = - Yr(Wx W*k)

and therefore

(4) A = {k e H2s : det(k) ¿ 0}.

We need the following:

Lemma 7. If the intertwining representation Un>. is decomposed without multi-

plicities greater than 1 for every

(5) k = diag(kx,... ,ks,kx, ... ,ks)e A,       k^kjifi^j

then (L x AY2s+x, L) is a Gelfand pair.

Proof of the lemma. Let le A; if v := (xx, ... , xs, yx, ... , ys)' is an

eigenvector of k, then v_ := (-y~¡, ... , -pT, x~x, ... , x~s)' is also an eigen-

vector of the same eigenvalue, orthogonal to v. Let kx, ... , ks, kx, ... , ks

be the 2^ eigenvalues of k and v_k ( 1 < k < s ) eigenvector of kk , with y_k

orthogonal to y_-. The matrix u, whose columns are v_x, ... ,V_s,y_x,... , v_s,

is an element of Sp(s) s.t. p = u~ ku = diag(A[, ... , ks, kx, ... , ks) and so

p and k are in the same L-orbit.

The proof of the lemma follows by the sufficient condition of the Theorem

2, taking into account that, leaving out a set of Plancherel measure zero, we can

suppose k¡ ,¿ k- if i t j .

Coming to the proof of (ii), let k be as in (5) and n the Fock representation

of AY2s+x associated to k . From Lemma 3 (i) we have

Ln>. = {u e Sp(i) : u   ku = k} x T.
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We prove that u e Sp(s) commutes with k if and only if u is of the form

/ ai ßx \

(6)

where

u =
a.

/?,

ßs

ßs

ä J
s

2 2
(7) a- and ßj are complex numbers such that | a. |   + | ß]• | = 1.

The "if part" is trivial. The "only if " part: if uk = ku then u preserves the

eigenspace of the eigenvalue k- (for every j ) and so all the elements of u must

be zero except those shown in (6); the condition u e Sp(s) implies (7).

Therefore

L¿ » (SU(2))S x T

where (SU(2))S denotes the direct product of 5 copies of SU(2).

The Fock representation n is realized on the space Ex(M2s X(C)) = "EX(C )

of the W°°- functions F of 2s complex variables Ç,, ... , Çs, nx, ... , ns

which are holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) w.r. to <jf. and rjj if X, > 0

(resp. kj < 0 ) and square integrable with respect to the weight

¡-2£|A,|(|É;|2 + |ty|2)

^2i,
The intertwining representation Unx of Lnx = (SU(2))  x T   on HA(C   ) is,

by Lemma 3 (ii):

(8) [UAu,el0)F](W) = F(eluW)

-,2s.
((u,e'a)e(SU(2))sxY,    F eZx(C") and W = (Í,, ... , Çs, nx, ... , r,s)' e

C2s). We can suppose kk > 0 if k < r and kk < 0 if k > r.

For each multiindex m = (mx, ... , ms), m   nonnegative integers, let 3°m

be the space of all polynomials in £,, ... , £r, Jr+1, ... , \, i\x, ... ,nr, rjr+x,

... ,JJS which are homogeneous of degree mk w.r. to ^fc , nk fork<r and

w.r. to Çk, t¡k for k > r ; every ^m is [/^-invariant. In order to compute the

character #m of the representation Un>. on 3°m , we consider the orthogonal

basis for 3°   given by the elements

(9)Pj tJJW)-#-i'&x
Jjsm]-jl
^s "l C-J^v~Jr+' Îms-Js■ •■ V

(0 < ;A < mA    1 < A < s).
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If u = diag(eí0', ... , e""', e

GIOVANNA CARCANO

-ià
.. , e then, by (8) and (9)

(10) [UAu,eie)PA(W)

= exp < id(mx + ... + mr- mr+x - ... - ms)

We set m = mx +-h mr - mr+x

¡e

+i,E^kWk-mh)]i £ IWh->"*)]} pj(w)-
h=\ h=r+\ )

■■-m -by (10)

Xm(u,e' ) = Tr[UAu,e' )]

= e

e,m    y.   exp \ ¡YlWhWh - wJ] - * E W2h - mh)\

' mh

^exp(i4>h(2jh-mh))
¿m0 n

A=l

5

n ^exp(icj)h(mh-2jh))
,À=o

e        [[XmS<f>h)
h=\

where     X„(4>) = 12k-*oe *s tne character of the irreducible (n + 1)-

dimensional representation ¿?(«) of SU(2). Therefore, the representation UKi

of (SU(2))S x T on 3°   is equivalent to the outer Kronecker product

d(mx) <g> • • • ® d(ms) <g> e'm(-)

and so, if w # w',  C/^ on 3sm and t/^ on 3°^ are not equivalent; since

®^m is dense in HA(C ), we have proved that the representation Un>. of Lni

is decomposed without multiplicities greater than one; this concludes the proof,

by Lemma 7.
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